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Another girl meets boy story… But the girl and boy , Aarthi and Naren, were
lovers five years ago. And they come together in a Swamiji’s training class for
software professionals. In the same class are Lisa and Prem. Lisa and Naren had
got quite intimate in bed just a few days back. And Prem is a flirt trying to woo
Aarthi. Aarthi and Naren are caught up in a quagmire of past against present.
And just to spice things up, an old pervert Narayan is part of the group and he
looks for an opportunity to seduce the girls. Narayan hires a goon to make his
ends meet who is no stranger to murders. Amid high drama, the Swamiji helps
each individual find his or her own destiny ……but he too has some dark secrets
to hide….. Passion, Love, Philosophy, Perversion, Thrill, Drama and Wit
…..”When shall we meet again?” has a bit of everything….A IT industry
romantic thriller with lots of life's philosophy thrown in.... A peek into the main
characters of When Shall We Meet Again... Naren : A software executive ;
programming debugger; loved Aarthi at college. As he steps into a new
relationship with Lisa at office, he finds his break up love Aarthi coming back
again ; And he is in a dilemma Aarthi : A young petite girl just out of college ...
Joins an IT company to find her past lover there... Caught up in a dilemma
between the cheerful Prem and the moody Naren.. Whom should she love ? Lisa :
Young Software Executive. Loves her colleague Naren and will do anything for
her love. Hides her sensitive feelings of love and tries to wear a dominant mask...
May be she may have to shed it some time... Prem : A Happy Go Lucky guy who
falls for the wrong girl and gets it right the second time... Or almost right ...Prem
has an uncanny way of winning hearts and breaking his own heart Narayan : A
pervert Manager who is out to seduce the girls ... And when the girls cross his
way, he lines up bigger dangers for them ...Even Rape , murder are not beyond
his scheme of things And with them… Aathmananda : A revered Swamiji who
becomes a corporate trainer. Expert at transforming lives and making people
come out with their deep secrets... But he too has some secrets to hide...or Does
he ? What this book is all about ? Excerpts from When Shall We Meet Again ? --
------------------------------------------------------ The human life is akin to a river.
None can foretell its direction. Rivers are born small. They get bigger as they
advance. Same with humans too, both spiritually and physically. The rivers
collect sand, stones, leaves, sludge and whatever they tread in their paths.
Humans too carry with them their upbringings, their education, the habits and
style of people around them, the culture of their places and most importantly the
memories of life events and their influences upon them. Rivers go through lean
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patches. Humans too. Rivers are sometimes very calm. They sometimes flood ;
Same, with the humans. Some rivers are ruthless. They cause floods and destroy
lives. Some humans are ruthless too. They get charged up and try to harm others
around them. Some rivers irrigate and help in a positive way. Some humans serve
and help the people around them. And let me add that clichéd sentence to this
list….All rivers join the sea. And all humans merge with Him. Therefore, rivers
symbolize us. They are like the human shaped deity in which we see our Gods.
After all, identification is required to create oneness. And oneness is the essence
of Gita…….So in rivers, we see ourselves….What’s wrong in worshiping them?
-------------xx---------- The moment Naren hugged her and they were on bed, and
as Lisa felt the passion rage into her body, all her doubts about her sexuality or
rather the lack of it, which had been tormenting her right from her college days,
vanished instantly and she felt as if she had been liberated. Naren, on the other
hand was having a liberation of the other kind. He had never felt how tender a
girl’s body would be ..... -
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Editorial Review

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Barry Houde:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to find out everything in the world. Each publication has different aim as well as goal; it means that
reserve has different type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. These are
reading whatever they take because their hobby will be reading a book. What about the person who don't like
looking at a book? Sometime, individual feel need book once they found difficult problem or exercise. Well,
probably you will require this When Shall We Meet Again ?.

Peggy Elmore:

The e-book with title When Shall We Meet Again ? has a lot of information that you can understand it. You
can get a lot of gain after read this book. This specific book exist new knowledge the information that exist
in this publication represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to learn how
the improvement of the world. That book will bring you in new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the
e-book on the smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Vicki Harris:

When Shall We Meet Again ? can be one of your starter books that are good idea. We recommend that
straight away because this guide has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in words, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to
put every word into satisfaction arrangement in writing When Shall We Meet Again ? yet doesn't forget the
main place, giving the reader the hottest in addition to based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be
certainly one of it. This great information can easily drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial pondering.

Anthony Balentine:

This When Shall We Meet Again ? is great reserve for you because the content which is full of information
for you who all always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal
it facts accurately using great arrange word or we can point out no rambling sentences in it. So if you are
read the idea hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight
forward sentences but challenging core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having When Shall
We Meet Again ? in your hand like obtaining the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous a single. We
can say that no book that offer you world in ten or fifteen moment right but this guide already do that. So , it
is good reading book. Hi Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt that?
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